
We’ve got a lot of content on Khan Academy, and it grows every day.  
We’ve created missions to help learners focus on content that is most 
meaningful to them.	

	

When starting a mission, learners will encounter “mission foundations,” or 
core prerequisites necessary for mastering mission-level skills.  As learners 
complete skills within their mission, we’ll recommend new skills based on 
what they are ready to learn next.  We use each student’s unique math 
history on Khan Academy to make the very best recommendations.  Our 
goal is to provide a personalized path for all learners as they work through 
various subjects and grade levels.	
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WHAT IS A MISSION? 
 

Choose a math 
mission by clicking 
Subjects and then 
choosing the grade 
level or subject you’re 
most interested in.

Afterwards, you’ll be taken to your 
personalized dashboard, which shows 
your progress and tailored 
recommendations for that specific 
mission.

This	  page	  applies	  
to	  any	  audience.	  



MISSION FAQs 

How long does it take !
to complete a mission?!


Just like putting a man on the moon, 
missions are meant to represent major 
commitments, and completing one should 
be considered a big accomplishment.  
With that said, the amount of  time and 
effort it takes to complete a mission will 
depend on who the student is, where they 
start, and how fast they go.  If  you expect 
a student to take about nine months to 
learn an entire year’s worth of  material, 
it’s reasonable to expect that it would take 
about nine months to complete a mission.

What is the difference between 
mission-level skills and mission 
foundations?!


Mission-level skills cover specific grade-
level or subject-level standards, while 
mission foundations are skills that we’ve 
identified as core prerequisites for mission-
level skills.

What does it take to !
“complete” a mission?!

A mission is complete once you’ve 
mastered all skills within a mission—
including mission foundations.

In order to master skills, students will need 
to take Mastery Challenges on a regular 
basis.  Mastery Challenges mix together 
different types of  problems and space 
them across days to helps students retain 
their math skills over time.


I have students who are below 
grade level.  Which mission 
should they be working on?!


Since each mission contains prerequisites, 
your students can work through 
prerequisites (or mission foundations) 
while working towards the same goal as 
the rest of  the class: mission completion.  
We also have subject-level missions such as 
Early Math, Arithmetic, and Pre-Algebra 
that can be used to build strong 
foundations.

What happens when my!
student completes a mission?!


We’d hate to spoil the surprise, but let’s 
just say that your student will have a party 
on their learning dashboard.  The student 
will also get a coveted mission badge, plus 
the feeling of  great accomplishment.  
Once a mission is complete, your student 
can move on to the next one!

How is content curated within 
each mission?!


We have a group of  math educators who 
create and curate the skills within each 
grade level mission.  If  you’re an educator 
in the U.S., you should know that we’ve 
used the Common Core math standards to 
drive the creation of  all of  our math skills.  
We believe these standards are well-written 
and offer a great progression through 
math concepts.
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First	  column	  
should	  apply	  to	  all	  
audiences.	  
	  
-‐  Ask	  Naomi	  if	  

she’s	  worried	  
about	  the	  “nine	  
months”	  
esBmate.	  If	  so,	  
does	  she	  have	  a	  
beFer	  one?	  

Second	  column:	  
-‐  “Class”	  

reference	  might	  
not	  work	  for	  
parents.	  

-‐  “What	  
happens”	  may	  
be	  too	  “young”	  
for	  higher	  
educaBon.	  



PERSONALIZING YOUR CLASSROOM WITH MISSIONS 
5 SIMPLE STEPS!

Step 1: Select a mission for your class!

Find the appropriate class on your teacher homepage and click “Manage Class.” Then click the 
mission icon and choose the appropriate mission.  Any students already in the class will get a 
message that notifies them of  this mission request.

When you choose a 
mission for a specific 
class, your reports 
will default to looking 
at student progress 
within that mission!

Step 2: Create a culture around missions!

Make sure your students understand the gravity of  accepting a mission, the hard work it 
will entail, and the sense of  accomplishment they’ll feel when it’s completed.

CONSIDER: Have a conversation with your students about how 
President JFK challenged the US to put a human on the moon in 1961.  
In 1969, Neil Armstrong became the first man to walk on the moon.  
Ask your students…

•  Was it easy for NASA to complete this mission?
•  How long did it take?
•  Why was it important?
•  How do you think the NASA team felt afterwards?

Relate this conversation back to your classroom and the missions they’ll 
be working on throughout the school year in Khan Academy.

Pages	  3–5	  are	  K12-‐
specific.	  



Step 3: Set a big goal!

Students are motivated by feeling like they’re part of  a 
community working towards a big goal.  Take this 
opportunity to set classroom goals that are measureable, 
ambitious, and realistic.

Ex. All students will complete their 6th grade mission by the end 
of the school year	


Step 4: GET GOING!!

There are 2 main ways you can implement missions. You can always switch between 
these 2 ways of  using missions or use them together depending on which skills align 
nicely with your lessons.

1)  Use missions alongside your curriculum	

	


Start the school year by having your students work through their mission 
foundations.  Investing this time will set you up for a great school year.  Then, use 
coach recommendations to assign students specific skills that align to lessons 
you’re teaching in class.  Students can use Khan Academy to get more practice 
during class and as homework.	


	


Set up rewards and incentives to keep students motivated along the way.


CONSIDER:
•  Keep a poster in your room that celebrates students who have completed 10%, 20%, 

30%, etc.  Use your Student Progress report to help students visualize where they are.

•  Throw a pizza party when everyone has reached 50% completion.
•  Create a healthy competition between classes by seeing which class has made the most 

mission progress as a group.
•  Give out certificates to students at an end-of-year celebration that recognizes students 

who completed their missions.


2)  Use missions to supplement your class	

	


Have your students work on their missions outside of  
your class, dedicating time on a regular basis to 
making progress at home or at a computer lab.  Make 
sure you check in with them and monitor their 
progress regularly.	


	


When will students have access 
to technology and time to work 

on missions?	
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Step 5: Monitor student progress!

We encourage you to regularly look at student progress so that you can continue to motivate your 
classes while tailoring your instruction to the needs of  your students.

Teacher view: !

All reports can be filtered by missions.  To see a summary of  class progress as well as detailed info 
for each student, use your Student Progress report.
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Mission foundations are 
core prerequisite skills, and 
mission-level skills cover 
grade-level standards.  Both 
types of  skills count 
towards mission 
completion.

Student view: !

Students can always see their 
mission progress on the left side of  

their learning dashboard.

Students can also see a more detailed view of  their 
activity by going to their learning home and 

clicking “Progress.”


